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Vibrational properties of a Cayley-tree-type system are investigated: Normal modes and 
squared frequency spectral densities are calculated for infinite homogeneous monatomic and 
diatomic Cayley trees. Effect of an impurity is then investigated. Existence of a virtual 
localized mode is thereby discussed with emphasis. Eigenfrequencies and eigenfunctions of 
a spherical Cayley tree of finite size are also calculated. Then the spectral density of the 
infinite homogeneous Cayley tree and that of the spherical Cayley tree in the large limit 
size are compared, and the relation between these two systems is discussed. 

§ 1. Introduction 

Cayley-tree structure has been treated by many theoretists, especially in con

nection with the theory of cooperative phenomena.'> There are, however, still 

only very few papers2J~4J on the vibrational properties of the Cayley tree. In 1961, 
Rubin and Zwanzig2J studied lattice dynamics of a rooted Cayley tree and found 

that its vibrational spectral density becomes very unusual in the limit of large 

size: It is dense within the interval (m 112 -1, m 1/ 2 + 1), but discontinuous at every 

frequency for which it does not vanish. Here m is the branching number. 

Recently, Tsuchiya3J obtained the diagonal Green function of a homogeneous 

Cayley tree, or the Bethe lattice, and calculated therefrom the spectral density of 

squared frequency D (ul). This density is smooth and has no singular points at 

all, contrary to the density obtained by Rubin and Zwanzig. Tsuchiya also con

sidered the Bethe lattice with an impurity and found that there exists an impurity 

frequency above the band. 

The purpose of the present paper is to study in more detail the vibrational 

properties of Cayley trees and, especially, to clarify the reason why the spectrum 

obtained by Rubin and Zvvanzig and that obtained by Tsuchiya are at variance 

with one another. The systems studied are homogeneous monatomic and diatomic 

Bethe lattices and spherical Cayley trees of finite and infinite size. Here a Cayley 

tree is defined as a uniformly branching structure which has no closed loops. 

And an infinite homogeneous Cayley tree with translational invariance is called 

the Bethe lattice. At first, vibrational spectral densities and eigenfunctions of 

a monatomic and a diatomic Bethe lattice are calculated in §§ 2 and 3, respec

tively, by using lattice Green functions. The spectra obtained are smooth, except 

that it consists of two separate bands in the case of diatomic lattice. It is shown5J 

that, if the coordination number z is larger than 3, the eigenfunctions fall off in 
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1102 K. lVada, T. Fujita and T. Asahi 

a spherically symmetric way from a site appropriately chosen, as is expected natu
rally from the energy conservation. 

Secondly, effects of an impurity at the origin is investigated in § 4, for mona
tomic Bethe lattice. It is shown that for z>3 the impurity mode may lie either 
above or below the continuous frequency band. In the next section, § ;:;, it is shown 
that the pole of Green function which lies on the second Riemann sheet corresponds 
to a virtual localized mode, which is not normalizable but gives rise to a similar 
effect on the scattering cross section to that of a true impurity mode correspond
mg to a pole on the first Riemann sheet. 

In § 6 the vibrational properties of finite and infinite spherical Cay ley tree 
are discussed in detail, by paying attention to the intimate relation betvveen the 
spherical Cayley tree and the rooted Cayley tree. It turns out that the difference 
between the spectrum of Rubin and Zwanzig and that of Tsuchiya originates from 
the fact that the effect of inhomogeneity, or effect of surface, which is essential 
in a Cay ley tree in contrast to ordinary lattices, is eliminated in the treatment of 
homogeneous Bethe lattice. 

Discussion is given finally in § 7. 

§ 2. Homogeneous Bethe lattice 

Consider an infinite Bethe lattice with translational invariance. Let jJ be 
the mass of atom and U; be the displacement of the atom at the i-th site. We 
assume nearest neighbor coupling with force constant K. Coordination number 
is assumed to be z. 

The lattice Green function G1; (ul) connecting the i-th and the f-th site is 
then expanded as6l, 7) 

X (V;JG/+ L: Vin,G~,VndG/n'+ I,; _,:2..: vin,G~.vn,n,c:.:·vn,J 
ncf-=i,f n 1 ==;=c.t,f n 2 yt,n 1,f 

xG/n,n,+ ···)], (2·1) 
where Gi (w2) is the diagonal Green function defined by 

(2. 2) 

where the self-energy part .I; (i) is given by 

(2· 3) 

and G~~,n, ... n,_1 (w2) is a (n;, n;) matrix element of the operator (ui- (Ho + VY"•n, ... "'-1)- 1• 

Further, the operator (H0 + V) in,n, ... n,_ 1 is obtained from (H0 + V) by putting uJ/ = uJ';, 1 

= · · · = uJ';,,_ 1 = oo. 

The dynamical equation of motion for the i-th atom Is 
z 

(w 2 -zy) u;- :S rui+p =0, (2. 4) 
p=l 
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Lattice Vibration of the Cayley Tree 1103 

where p runs over z nearest-neighbor sites and r=K/1\;f. Therefore, the i-th 
site squared frequency cu/ determined by li0 and the transfer part V are given by 

z 

(Ho)w=zroi,i', (V)w= -r I:; ov,i+p. (2·5) 
p~l 

Thanks to the homogeneity of the system, we may replace i m (2 ·1) by 0 (the 

origin). We shall always do this in what follows: 
From (2 ·1) ~ (2 · 4), if the site n is the n-th site from the origin, we can 

obtain the Green function Gno (oi) for cu'>uJ( (w( = (vi -1 + 1) 'r) through a con
tinued-fraction expansiOn 

Gno (w') =Go (w') L (u~l) n, (2· 6) 

1 

w'-zr- (z-1)r' 
------

w'-zr- (z-1)r' 
- -------- (2·7) 

2(z-1) 

L (w') = --· .. .=. r 
w'-zr- (z-1)r' 

----:--

w'-zr- (z-1)r' 
w'- (2·8) 

The spectral density D (w') of squared frequency can be calculated from the diag
onal Green function (2 · 7). D (w') is given by 

=0, elsewhere, (2·9) 

where wb' = ( V z- f -1) 'r. D (oi) for wb'<cv'<oJt2 is the one derived by Tsuchi
ya.sl, *l However, it should be noted that cu 2 = 0 and w2 = 2zr corresponding to 

translational ancl out-of-phase vibrations, respectively, do not belong to spectra in 

D (w'), as may be seen from J~:: D (w') dw' = 1. 
By the help of off-diagonal Green function, the relation un (w') =!~o Im Gno 

(ui+is) and the dispersion relation cu'=r(z-2,/z-I cos 0), the eigenfunction 
un(w') in the continuous band [w'-zr[<2vz-1r can be obtained as follows: 

*l A similar spectral density for magnon in the Heisenberg model is seen in Ref. 10). 
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1104 K. 1Yada, T. Fujita and T. ~llsahi 

Un (o.l 2) = -- ~--- (; 1 ~ r ( (z -1) sin (n + 1) e- sin (n -1) B)' 
z sm 0 v z -I 

where normalization factor has been determined through 

(2 ·10) 

(2·11) 

If z;~3, all the eigenfunctions in the band fall off in a spherically symmetric way 
from a site appropriately chosen. This is naturally expected from the energy 
consen'ation and the symmetry of the lattice. 

§ 3. Diatomic Bethe lattice 

A diatomic Bethe lattice is composed of alternatingly arranged atoms A and 
B with masses mA and mE. Let us assume that the nearest-neighbor force constant 
K and the coordination number z are the same as before. If the displacement 
at lattice site i occupied by A atom and the displacement at lattice site j occupied 
by B atom are denoted by u/1 and u/, respectively, two sets of equations of 
motions are obtained: 

z 

W2u/=zrAu/-rA ~ uf+r, 
P=l 

z 

IJ}u/=Z/BUjB_JB '5-;uj+P, 
p~l 

where iA=K/m.;. and rB=K/mB and p runs over the nearest-neighboring sites. 
In the method of renormalized perturbation, the diagonal Green functions G0A (1JJ2) 

and G/3 (102) at 1'1 and B atom sites, respectively, are determined by the equations 

(3 ·1) 

and 

(3 ·2) 

The self-consistent equations (3 · 2) have the solution 

(3. 3) 

~where the abbreviation X,=ui-zra(a=A,B) is used, and if a takes ~-1, then 
13 is B and vice versa. Similarly, it is possible to obtain the off-diagonal Green 
function G~0 (ol) for iu'>o.J+', if the ongm is occupied by an atom A., as 
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Lattice Vibration of the Cayley Tree 

c:n 0 (w') = (LA (oi) LB (cu')) nco A (w'), 

c:nH 0 (w') = LB (rv') (LA (ui) LB (w')) nco A (w'), 

LB(w2) = _ XAXr::) (X~-4(z-1)rAre).x:Xs, 
2iB(z-1)XB 

L (w2) __ X,t_~ll_:::-i0"AXB-4(z-l)rAr~)XAXB . 
A - 2iA(z-1)XA 

1105 

(3 · 4a) 

(3. 4b) 

(3 ·Sa) 

(3·5b) 

If the ongm is occupied by an atom B, the corresponding Green functions C~0 (tJ)2) 

are obtained by only interchanging the suffices A. and B. 
Vibrational spectral density of the diatomic Bethe lattice 1s given by 

(3 ·6) 

In this case there exist two separate branches: acoustic and optical bands. The 

zeros of square roots of (3 · 3) give edges of each band. The top and bottom 

frequencies of the optical band, w+ 2 and cuB', respectively, and those of the acoustic 

band, w,/ and w_ 2, are obtained as 

(3. 7) 

if mA >mn. The densities in each band are then glVen by 

Dd(ui) =:IT ~(li}-cu')~~1~~+'~~~~~'~')-(w7=-rj)~)_ LA'~w' + wB'~uJ'} 

for cu_'<w'<wA' 

= z iJ!J)'- w~') (w' .:_ wi) (oT=-w~')(w_+'_:::-w-') { ___ 1_ + -~ -} 
47! w'(w./+wB'-w') w'-w} o)'-wB' 

(3·8) 

By taking account of the dispersion relation (w2- zrA) (ui- zrB) -4 (z -1) /,trB cos'8 

= 0, we can also show that 

(3·9) 

just m the same way as in a monatomic Bethe lattice. The above result is shown 

in Fig. 1 for several values of z. We can also obtain the eigenfunctions in a 

diatomic Bethe lattice, by using the off-diagonal Green function. Analytic continua

tion from w'>cu+' into the interval wB'<w'<w+' leads to 

u1n (w2) cxlim Im C1n o(w'+ ic:). 
e~+O 
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1106 K. 1--Vada, T. Fujita and T. A.sahi 

0.3 

Z=3 Z=4 

0.2 

0.1 

Fig.l. The frequency spectral density Dd(w 2) of a diatomic 
Bethe lattice for K/mA=l and K/mB=2. 

Therefore, u:n (oi) is given by 

(3 ·lOa) 

In the same way we have ufnn (oi) oclim6~,+0 Im G:in+ 1 0 (oJ' +is) and consequently 

B (•2)=-2rAcos8vz-l(· _!_ ) 2n+ 1 ~(z-l)sin(2n+2)8-sin~n(} 
U2n+l 0) - ·-, ·-- 1- - · . · · • 

0)"- Z"( B V Z- 1 Z Slll (} 

(3 ·lOb) 

In deri,·ing (3 ·lOa) and (3 ·lOb), we have made use of the dispersion relation 

If another dispersion relation 

for 0<8<~::/2 is used, the same expresswns (3 ·lOa) and (3 ·lOb) are obtained 

for the acoustical branch oJ~ 2 <oi<uJA.2 • 

§ 4. Impurity mode 

If the mass 1\1 and the coordination number z at the origin are replaced by Af' 

and jJ, respectively, the Green function G~o (oJ') corresponding to (2 · 6) is obtained 
in just the same way as before: 

(4 ·1) 
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Lattice Vibration of the Cayley Tree 1107 

where 

a=1'vf/ ll.J' and L (ui) is given by (2 · 8). An impurity mode can be determined 
by utilizing the conditions that its frequency (1)D2 gives a pole of the Green function 
G0D (ui) and that its amplitude is normalizable. For the present case the condition 
of normalizability is given by IL ((1)2) I <1/ ..Jz--=-1. For z>3, the impurity mode 
may lie either above or below the continuous band; the side in which it lies 
depends on the values of a and P. 

and 

The impurity frequency (1)D2 and its eigenfunction u/ are given by 

2_ par(Pa-z+2) 
(j)D-

pa-z+1 
(4· 3) 

UnD((j)D2) =-!=(· a((pa- (z-1))2- (z-1)) -)-1/2 lim ((j)2-(j)D2)G~o((j)2) 
..JM (pa- (z-1)) (pa- (z-2)) "''~"'n' 

(a ((pa- (z-1)) 2 - (z-1)) ( 1 )n 
=,V M (pa- (z-1)) (pa- (z-2)) -pa-z+1 ' (4·4) 

for pa>z-1 + ..;.z·=-I and O<pa<z-1- ..Jz-- i. For this solution it is easy to 
show that 

00 

M'uo2 ((1)D 2) + L:; Mun2P(z-1)n-1=1. (4·5) 
n=l 

The impurity frequency (1)D2 is determined by a pole of Green function G~o ((1)2). 

However, if one continues the function G~0 ((1)2) analytically into the second Riemann 
sheet across the cut (1)b2<(1)2<(1)/, it turns out that G~0 ((1)2) has also a pole on that 
sheet for z -1- ..;.z-=I <pa <z -1 + ,/ z -1. This pole will be examined in the 
next section. 

§ 5. Virtual localized mode 

From the isotropic property of off-diagonal Green functions (2·6) and (4·1), 
we find a pseudo-linear chain which gives the same Green function as that of the 
Bethe lattice. The equations of motion of this pseudo-linear chain can be derived 
by assuming that the atoms at the same distance from the origin 0 have the same 
displacement, and come out to be 

- M' (1)2U 0 = pKu,-pKuo , 

-Muiun=Kun-1 - (m+1)Kun+mKun+ 1 for n>1, (5·1) 

where m=z-1. 
To make the set of equations hermitian, new displacements {vn} are introduced 
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1108 K. Wada, T. Fujita and T. Asahi 

by 

(5·2) 

Then (5 ·1) 1s transformed into 

(6i-arP) vo+aPr-};;;vl = 0, 

rJmv,.-1+ (cu 2- (m+1)r)v,.+rJmvn+1=0. (5·3) 

V\le can solve Eq. (5 · 3) by means of Tchebycheff polynomials. In the scatter
mg form,8> the solution is, as is easily verified by substitution, 

where 

S (fJ) __ D (fJ) =!!zew_+ (m-ap) e-~e -±-_(a~-J?n+ 1)) Jm , 
D(fJ) me-'0 + (m-ap)e'0 + (ap- (m+1)) Jm 

cu2 =r(m+1-2/m cos fJ). 

(5·4) 

(5·5) 

(5· 6) 

The first term of the right-hand side of (5 · 4) represents an incoming wave, while 
the second term represents the scattering wave. The function S (fJ) is usually 
called scattering matrix. 

We define S (X) and D (X) as the analytic continuation of S (fJ) and D (fJ), 
respectively, across the real axis for Im (X)~~. As D (X) is analytic on the whole 
X-plane, a pole of S (X) corresponds to a zero of D (X). For pa>yl m + m, we 
have D (Xn = 7r + ir;n) = 0 for 'ln>O, and the corresponding frequency 1s 

Wn2= r (m+ 1-2../m cos Xn) = rap(ap-(n~~})). 
ap-m 

For O<Pa<m-ylm, we have D(Xn'=ir;n')=O for 'ln'>O; the corresponding 
frequency remains the same as above. These poles of scattering matrix S (X) 
in the upper half-plane of X correspond to the poles of the Green function in 
the first Riemann sheet and are associated with localized modes. 

On the other hand, for m<aP<m+vlm and m-vlm<aP<m, we have 
D(Xv=n-ir;v) =0 and D(Xv' = -ir;v') =0 for 'lv, r;v'>O, respectively. The cor
responding frequency is given by 

Wv2=r ap(ap-z+2) . 
ap-z+1 

These poles of S (X) in the lower half-plane of X can be identified with the poles 
of the Green function in the second Riemann sheet and represent a virtual localized 
mode.9> Such a mode cannot be normalized, in contrast with a true localized mode. 
The scattering cross section o (W2) may be calculated by comparing our solution 
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Lattice 1/ibration c~f the Cayley Tree 1109 

with the solution o£ the equations of motion: 

with 

(5. 7) 

The result is 

r ie \ 
u(cu2) = [S(O)- ( e-w) 

,e 

(5 ·8) 

As is well known, the localized mode and Yirtual localized mode cannot be distin

guished by the scattering experiment. The frequencies cOn2 and U)v 2 for localized 

and virtual localized modes are depicted as the function of a and P in Fig. 2. 

by 

I v 

~ 
II 
II 
1\ 
I \WJ' 
I\ 
I \ 
I \ 
I \ 
I '-
I '-
I 

I 

CONTINUOUS [BAND 
I I 

I 
I 
I 

'\w~ I 
\ 

m-vm m m•vm 

wz 
D 

/ 

/ 
Fig. 2. The variation of squared fre· 

quencies WD 2 (solid curve) and 
Wv 2 (dashed curve) for a localized 
and a virtual localized modes as 

pcx the function of a and p. 

§ 6. Spherical Cayley tree 

In the case of the 1V + 1-th order spherical Cayley tree, the potential is glYen 

(6·1) 
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1110 K. Wada, T. Fujita and T. Asahi 

(6·2) 

Here, u0 is the displacement of the atom at the ongm and ui,i, ... i, ( (1 <s<N + 1) 
is the displacement of the atom at the point labelled by (i1i 2 • • ·i,), which we call 
the point of the s-th shell. As before, z is the coordination number and m is the 
branching number. They are related by z = m + 1. For convenience, all atoms 
on the surface, i.e., in the N + 1-th shell, are held fixed. In the expression (6 · 2), i 
and· j run over all atoms on the spherical Cayley tree. 

The system under consideration is a modification of that examined by Rubin 
and Zwanzig, a rooted Cayley tree. The root, which is held fixed, is called 0. 
Starting from the root, the tree is constructed by a branching process. If we 
repeat the process N times, we obtain an N-th order tree. 
on the surface, or in the N + 1-th shell, are held fixed. 
Cayley trees are shown in Fig. 3. 

Displacements of atoms 
The spherical and rooted 

(b) 

(a) 0 

Fig.3. (a) The N+1(=3)-th order spherical Cayley tree with branching number m(=2). 
1, 2 and 3 in the Figure represent, respectively, the first, the second and the third shells. 
(b) The N(=3)-th order rooted Cayley tree with branching number m(=2). The 0-th 
atom usually fixed is called the root, and the shell is defined in the same way as that of 
the spherical Cayley tree. 

The allowed frequencies can be found by seeking the roots of secular equation. 
The secular equation for a spherical Cayley tree is given by 

(6· 3) 

where the order of the determinant D'z,+ 1 (w2) 1s 

(m+1)mN-2 X (m+1)mN-~ and rii=KiijJ'vf. 
m-1 m-1 

According to Rubin and Zwanzig, we can get non-linear recurrence equations for 
the secular determinants D'z,+ 1 (W2) as 

(6 · 4a) 
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Lattice Vibration of the Cayley Tree 1111 

(6. 4b) 

(6 · 4c) 

where the Dn (w') 's are the secular determinants of the n-th order rooted Cayley 
tree and x-w'- (m+1)r. In order to get the linear recurrence formula, we put 

(6 · 5a) 

and 

(6·5b) 

Then, {D,_1Dn_ 2···D1} m-l can be factored out from each term, leaving the linear 
recurrence formulas 

vVe obsen-e that 

(6 · 6a) 

(6·6b) 

(6·7) 

Starting with (6 · 7) and tracing back to (6 · 6a) and (6 · 6b), we know that QH+J (w') 
and Pn(ol) are polynomials of the N+1-th and n-th degree in (1)2, respec
tively. These can be calculated by referring to the property of Tchebycheff poly
nomials. The result is 

Pn(w') = (m 11'r)nsin(n+1)6/sin e, (6·8) 

Qs+J(u}) = (mll'r)iY+l(~n_(~ +_2)_() _l:_ sj_~N(}) 
\ sm e m sin e ' (6·9) 

where {j lS cJefined by the cJispersion relation 

w'=r(m+1-2vrn cos 0). (6 ·10) 

From (6. 5a) and (6. 5b)' the determinant n;, +I (w') lS expressed in terms of 
Q.i'+J (ol) and {Pn (uJ')} as 

N-1 
n;,+l (w2) = Q.\-+1 (cu') P.s (w2) m II {Pr(u})} (m-l)(m+l)mN-r-1 • (6 ·11) 

r=l 

Thus it is seen that one can locate the eigenfrequencies by seeking the zeros of 
the polynonials QY+J (w') and P n (uJ') (n = 1, 2, · · ·, N). Thereby the mutiplicity of 
these zeros should naturally be taken into account. 

Except the zeros of Qx71 (ul), the n zeros of Pn (riJ2) are easily found to be 

(6 ·12) 

The corresponding frequencies are obtained from (6 ·10) as 
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1112 K. YVada, T. Fujita and T. ~4sahi 

(6 ·13) 

The above result is the same one as that gi\·en by Rubin and Z\vanzig. Thus the 

spectral density D' (cu2) of the spherical Cay ley tree is given, in the limit of large 

s1ze, by 

D 'C 2)-1. [ 1 1· r d 1 D' c 2 L·~);r] W = 1111 - - 1111 111 2 0 g N f 1 W -, l c, n 
N~= 7r S->+0 d!J) 

(6 ·14) 

where Tn= ((m+1)m"-2)/m-1 is the total number of sites. \Ve could not 

find a closed form for (6 ·14). However, for practical purpose it is enough to 

know the spectra of P 1 (ul), P 2 (ol), ···,and P 10 (ol), because for m>2 they cover 

more than 99% of the whole spectrum. The spectral densities for a Bethe lattice 

and for a spherical Cay ley tree are shown in Fig. 4. 

o'(w') 
(%) 

40 
(a) 

30 

20 

10 

O(w') Z=3 

0.1 

O 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 
w'IT 

50 

O'(w') 
O(w') 

z =4 
(%) 

(b) 

40 0.2 

30 0.1 

20 0 0 1 2345 6 7 
w'!r 

10 

Fig. 4. The spectral density of squared frequency D' (ciJ 2) for a spherical Cayley tree in the large 

limit size. D'(02) for m=2 is shown in (a) and D'(02) for m=3 is shown in (b) and they 

cover about 99.4% and 99.9?6 of the whole spectra, respectively. The corresponding spectral 

density D(ciJ 2) of the Bethe lattice is depicted in the right-hand corner of each figure for comparison. 
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Lattice Vibration of the Cayley Tree 1113 

Finally let us calculate the eigenfunctions of the spherical Cayley tree. Con

sider an n-th order rooted Cayley tree with fixed surface atoms. We assume that 

in this tree the atoms in the same shell have the same displacements and denote the 

displacements in the k-th shell by uk. Then we have a set of equations 

(6 ·15) 

with u0 = un_ 1 = 0. The eigenfunction of this system is given by 

~ ' 1 )k . 
uk=c(--- sm k8 

,fin~ ' 
(6 ·16) 

where c 1s a constant. The eigenfrequencies are determined by 

(6 ·17) 

We see that this gives the same set of eigenfrequencies as Pn (ul) gives. 

In fact, we can construct the eigenfunctions of the original spherical Cayley tree 

as follows: Consider a spherical Cayley tree of N- n shells. If we attach to 

each site in the outermost shell of this tree an n-th order rooted Cayley tree, 

we obtain the original N + 1-th order spherical Cayley tree. Then each of the 

displacements u0 of these attached rooted Cayley trees corresponds to the dis

placement zt;,;, ... ;N-n at a site in the N- n-th shell of the original spherical Cay ley 

tree. Next, choose the set of the u1's in such a way that the sum relation 

.L;4,_n•r=ru;,;, ... ;N-niN-n•r = 0 is fulfilled for the displacements at the sites which branch 

from a site (i1i 2 ···iN-n). Further, put the remaining displacements in the spherical 

Cayley tree equal to zero. Then u0 corresponds to u;,;, ... ;N-n and m -1 independent 

eigenfunctions can be determined within the above restriction, if we make the 

linear combinations of the eigenfunction given by (6 ·16) in the n-th order rooted 

Cayley tree. 

Since there are (m+1)mN-n- 1 lattice points on the N-n-th shell and at 

each point m -1 independent ·eigenfunctions may be chosen for one frequency 

W2 =ul(n,l?), the total multiplicity becomes (m+1)mN-n- 1 (m-1). For PN(W2)

mode, the restriction has the form .L:;:';!i U;1 = 0; the multiplicity is therefore m. For 

QN+1 (ol) -modes also, we can proceed in just the same way. The assumption of 

the same displacement in the same shell leads us to a set of equations 

The solution 1s easily found to be 

uk =c (1/v'mY[sin Ck-1) e-m sin Ck+ 1) e]. (6 ·19) 
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The eigenfrequencies determined by the formula Us, 1 = 0 are identical with those 
given by QN+1 (ui) = 0. In this case we can take (6 ·19) as the eigenfunction of 
the total system. Note that in the limit of large 1V, this eigenfunction becomes 
the eigenfunction of a homogeneous Bethe lattice. 

§ 7. Discussion 

\Ve have seen that an infinite homogeneous Cay ley tree (the Bethe lattice) 
and a spherical Cayley tree in the large limit size behave in a quite different 
manner; for example, their vibrational spectral densities are at variance with each 
other. Referring to the argument given in the preceding section, this can be 
explained as follows: In the spherical Cay ley tree in the large limit size, the 
fraction of points on the surface of the tree is (m -1) /m. Therefore, contrary 
to the usual lattices, the surface effects appear even in the thermodynamic limit. 
In the Bethe lattice, on the other hand, the assumption of homogeneity forces 
us to neglect the effect of inhomogeneity such as surface effects. This is the reason 
why Rubin and Zwanzig obtained an unusual spectrum while Tsuchiya gut a smooth 
and even spectrum. Only the modes of the spherical Cayley tree for which QsH (oi) 
= 0 and which range from the origin to the surface, change into the eigen
modes of the Bethe lattice. This explains therefore the fact that if the defects 
are put at the center of a spherical Cayley tree, this tree in the large limit size 
gi\·es the same defect mode as the Bcthe lattice gives. 

We have seen that the pole of the Green function in the second Riemann 
sheet gives rise to a virtual localized mode. The virtual localized mode contributes 
to the scattering cross section in just the same amount as a localized mode does. 
The virtual mode does not, however, contribute to the spectral density, because 
it cannot be normalized. It is worth while noting that the solutions correspond
ing to oi = 0 and ui = 2zr, which represent uniform translation and out-of-phase 
vibration, respectively, belong to virtual localized modes in the case of a homo
geneous Bethe lattice. 

vVe have also seen that loopless properties of the Bethe lattice make the system 
one-dimensional-like and make it easy to calculate exactly the lattice Green func
tions by the method of renormalized perturbation. However, it is also possible 
to extend our discussions to the decorated Bethe lattices such as the cactus tree. 
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